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tax Bites Serenade
By robert S. Steinberg*

i Hate taxes
(to tune of “I love Paris” by Cole Porter)

I hate taxes on my earnings.
I hate taxes on my haul.
I hate taxes on my profit in the market.
I hate taxes on the interest when I park it.

I hate taxes on my efforts —
On my sweat throughout the year. 
I hate taxes.
then, why, oh why, do I pay taxes?
the only reason is fear.

Smile nrA
(to the tune of “Smile” by Charles Chaplin 
(1936) with lyrics added in 1954 by John 
turner & Geoffrey Parsons)

Smile, while we classify you.
Smile, though our laws shanghai you.
Just yesterday, Nra,
Not today.

you’ve been here too long without leaving,
Where dawdling leads to grieving,
When days above 182
accrue.

Sore? No use in complaining,
your CPa’s explaining.
Now for returns, you must gear
every year.

Paying tax on your world-wide income,
taxed, feeling like a victim,
and watch your gift tax domicile,
But try to smile.

We Had A Good run
(to the tune of “It Had to Be you”  
by Isham Jones & Gus Kahn)

We had a good run.
We had a good run.
that shelter we’d spun,
So brazenly done,
Had a good run.

We shoveled out trash,
and shoveled in cash.
From suckers with dough,
Who didn’t know,
Greed leads to a crash.

Oh boy was it fun,
Intending no pun.
Our brains weren’t taxed,
For tax savings maxed,
to levels that stun.

I’ll never admit, at least not out loud,
From hypocrites, to steal made me proud.

We had a good run,
Son of a gun,
We had a good run.

tax and Spending
(to the tune of “love and Marriage”  
by Jimmy Van Heusen & Sammy Cahn)

tax and Spending,
tax and Spending,
like a movie that seems never ending.
raise a few more dollars,
and “Now let’s spend it” someone hollers.

tax and Spending,
tax and Spending,
leads to budget deficits ascending.
argue let’s be frugal,
then someone blows the spending bugle.

Promote balancing the budget,
Be a good liar,
then vote—Pass a bill to nudge debt
yet even higher.

tax and Spending,
tax and Spending,
talk of change is poppy-cock pretending.
Congress has no cheap seats,
So in the end,
the hogs un-penned
Will tax and spend away
to keep seats.

i enjoy reading the Code
(to tune of “I enjoy Being a Girl,” from the 
rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway 
Musical “Flower Drum Song”)

When I read a brand new section,
Feels like I’ve found the mother-load.
My smile has a wide inflection,
I enjoy reading the Code.

to structure a sly transaction,
that a tax trap might just explode,
the solving gives satisfaction,
I enjoy reading the Code.

at times I may cringe in desperate anguish
When a cross reference reaches a dead-end,
But then I discover wanted language,
and the IrC is once again a friend.

though others enjoy good fiction,
Or a poem or a love-torn ode,
I savor the contradiction,
I enjoy being the one
Getting his (her) fun
From the Code. n
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